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Electric field-induced acoustic-optic mode coupling in an anticlinic liquid crystal
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A dc electric field was applied perpendicular to the tilt plane of a pitch-compensated~unwound helix!
anticlinic liquid crystal. By means of quasielastic light scattering, the field was found to couple the acoustic and
optic Goldstone modes, resulting in an increase of the relaxation timetb of the acousticlike eigenmode. Elastic
constants were estimated from the relaxation time data.

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Gd
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Anticlinic liquid crystals~ALCs!, which were first studied
by Chandaniet al. @1#, exhibit a seemingly endless variety o
scientifically interesting and technologically useful pheno
ena. In the chiral anticlinic phase, sometimes known as
smectic-CA* phase, the molecular director tilts in thex-y
plane by polar angleu with respect to the smectic laye
normal ~the y axis!; the associated azimuthal orientation
layer j is w j . For an unwound~infinite pitch! ALC the quan-
tity Dw[@w j 112w j #5p ~Fig. 1!; for a chiral ALC having a
finite pitch, however,Dw differs fromp typically by 1–2 %.

Additionally, there exists a polarizationPW j of magnitudeP in
layer j that lies perpendicular to the molecular tilt plan

where the azimuthal orientation ofPW also changes byDw
'p from one layer to the next~Fig. 1!. For a finite helical

pitch PW j 11 andPW j are not quite antiparallel, and there exis
a nonzero polarization when averaged over several lay
Thus, when subjected to a weak electric field, the helix c
tinuously distorts@2#. For a pitch-compensated~unwound he-

lix ! ALC, whereDw5p, EW is parallel toPW j 11 but antipar-

allel to PW j . ~Note too, that symmetry requires a polarizati
parallel to both the tilt plane and smectic layers, alternat
in aziumthal direction by an anglep from one layer interface
to the next in an infinite-pitch ALC@3#. Such polarizations
which go under several monikers includingPx @4# and P1
@3,5#, must always be antiparallel in adjacent layers in
infinite-pitch ALC, and thus will not contribute to our fre
energy below and will therefore be neglected.! For suffi-
ciently large field, Zhanget al. reported that, instead of
continuous variation ofw j with field, a sharp Fre´edericksz-
like transition occurs atE5Eth @6#, where the applied field
overcomes both the elasticity and the anticlinic interactio
In this Rapid Communication we explore the behavior
director fluctuations below the Fre´edericksz transition (E
,Eth), where the field tends to quench azimuthal fluctu
tions in layer j 11 but destabilize the azimuthal orientatio
of layer j, resulting in a coupling of the acoustic and op
Goldstone modes. Our central result is that the acoustic
mode decay timetb increases with electric field, a signatu
of a field-induced mixing of the optic and acoustic mod
Additionally, we are able to extract approximate elastic co
stants associated with the distortion.

Consider the geometry shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In pre
ous work that considered thejoint motion of tilted molecules
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~5!/5911~4!/$15.00
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in adjacent smectic layers, the free energy of the system
given by F5(NL/2)*0

W*0
df pairdxdz. HereL is the smectic

layer thickness,d is the cell thickness,W is the width of the
cell, N is the number of smectic layers, andf pair is the free
energy density for a pair of adjacent layers given by

f pair5PE cos~Da1Db!2PE cos~Da2Db!

12U~12cos 2Da!.

Db corresponds to the azimuthal fluctuations of the symm
try axis for a pair of molecules in adjacent layers~Fig. 2!,
Da corresponds to half the deviation from perfect anticlin
order, i.e.,Da5 1

2 (p2Dw), andU is the anticlinic interac-
tion coefficient. Note that the dielectric anisotropy contrib
tion to f pair , which is proportional toD«E2, has been omit-
ted because it is small.

In this paper we will consider both acoustic and op
modes that vary in space. In doing so we will introdu
elastic constants that are independent of the type of mo
i.e., that are not dependent on whether the mode is acou
or optic, but rather depend only on thedirection of wave
vectorqW . It is not obvious that the elastic constants should
mode-independent, as some mechanisms and, more sp
cally, terms in the free energy of the form cos 2Da result in
different elasticities for these two modes. However, oth
mechanisms including intralayer couplings, next-neare
layer couplings, and terms in the free energy of the fo

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic representation of anticlinic~smectic-CA* )
phase for an infinitely long helical pitch at electric fieldE50. u
corresponds to the polar tilt angle of the molecules andP corre-
sponds to the layer polarization. For sufficiently large electric fi
E, a transition to the synclinic~smectic-C* ) phase~b! occurs.
R5911 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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cos 4Da result in identical contributions for these, in prin
ciple distinct, elasticities. Because very similar elasticit
are consistent with the data presented below, we will ass
that they do not depend on whether the distortion is optic
or acousticlike. We therefore introduce two such elastic c
stants,By andBz , the elastic constants for long waveleng
azimuthal fluctuations that vary respectively along they axis
~corresponding to the layer normal! and those that vary alon
thez axis, which are parallel to both the smectic layers and
the cell normal. If the system were viewed as a nematic,By
would correspond to a combination of bend and twist dist
tions, andBz to a splaylike distortion. Note that variation
along thex axis are not considered, as the light scatter
geometry is chosen to exclude these wave vectors.

We will now suppose that the variablesDa andDb are
slowly varying and continuous, and that we can approxim
the sum over all pairs by an appropriate integral over
space. We will also assume that the associated elastic
stants are the same for both the acoustic (Db) and optic
(Da) modes, resulting in a free energy

F5E 1
2 $ f pair1Bz@~]Db/]z!21~]Da/]z!2#

1By@~]Db/]y!21~]Da/]y!2#%dxdzdy.

We are interested in the dynamic behavior of the system
order to calculate this behavior we shall assume that the
hydrodynamic modes that significantly affect the dynam
involve Da andDb, i.e., we can safely ignore the velocit
or fluid motion and the layer undulations. With these a
sumptions we may write the two kinetic equations

dDa~rW !/dt5naadF/dDa~rW !1nabdF/dDb~rW !,

dDb~rW !/dt5nbbdF/dDb~rW !1nabdF/dDa~rW !,

wheren i j are kinetic coefficients. AsDa andDb correspond
to the azimuthal angles of the anticlinic and synclinic ord
parameters, respectively, the kinetic coefficentnab must be
zero, at least if the anticlinic order parameter is not too lar
Additionally, we shall make the simplifying assumption th
naa5nbb[h21, which implies that intralayer contribution
dominate in the the kinetic coefficient. Finally we sha
chooseh in such a way as to reproduce the conventio
results for the smectic-C phase for appropriateDa andDb.

FIG. 2. Figure 1~a! rotated by 90°, showing an acoustic rotatio
b and optic rotationa.
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Expanding these equations for smallDa and Db and per-
forming a spatial Fourier transform, we obtain

dDaqW /dt5h21@2PEDbqW1~4U1Byqy
21Bzqz

2!DaqW #,

dDbqW /dt5h21@2PEDaqW1~Byqy
21Bzqz

2!DbqW #.

Upon diagonalizing these equations we find that there
two exponential relaxation rates given by

t215h21@~2U1Byqy
21Bzqz

2!62~U21 1
4 P2E2!1/2#.

~1!

For an experimental geometry that selects only the aco
tic mode atE50, application of an electric field results in
change of the eigenvectors with an attendant small contr
tion of opticlike fluctuations to the scattering signal. Thu
even though the slower (2) acousticlike relaxation mode in
Eq. ~1! dominates the scattering signal, a small contribut
to the scattering comes about atEÞ0 from the fast (1)
opticlike mode. This opticlike contribution to the scatterin
is proportional to the square of the mixing of the modes, t
is proportional toP2E2/U2 for smallE. It therefore results in
a fractional change, proportional to (U2/P2E2)(tb

21/ta
21 ),

of the relaxation rate measured for this geometry. Hereta
21

andtb
21 are the relaxation rates for the fast and slow mod

respectively, given by Eq.~1!. Thus, provided that
U/(Byqy

21Bzqz
2) is large, the change in the measured rela

ation rate will be dominated by the field-dependent chang
the relaxation rate of the acousticlike mode. Moreover, t
dominance increases as the ratio of relaxation times@cf. Eq.
~1!# increases. Thus, we are confident that our measured
relaxation rate corresponds predominantly to acoustic
fluctuations, and we expand the slower relaxation rate in
~1! for small E and obtain

tb
215

Byqy
21Bzqz

2

h
2

P2E2

4hU
. ~2!

The term involving the anticlinic coefficientU indicates that
this acousticlike mode, in which adjacent layers rotatenearly
in tandem, involves a coupling between a pure acoustic a
pure optic mode. Additionally, we see that the relaxation r
tb

21 decreases, and thus the acousticlike mode beco
slower, with increasing field.~As an aside, we note that fo
E.Eth the equilibrium polarizations in adjacent layers a
no longer antiparallel to each other, resulting in a quench
of the net polarization by the field and a concomitant
crease in relaxation ratetb

21 . This work will be presented
elsewhere@7#.!

We shall now discuss quasielastic light scattering m
surements of the acousticlike relaxation ratetb

21 . Cells were
prepared by spin-coating two pairs of clean indium-tin-oxi
~ITO! coated glass slides and baking. The coated slides w
then rubbed with a cotton cloth using a dedicated rubb
machine and then placed together, separated by a pa
Mylar spacers with a nominal thickness of 12mm. The cells
were cemented and filled in the isotropic phase with a bin
mixture of 4-~1-trifluoromethylhexyloxy-carbonyl!phenyl
4-octyloxybiphenyl 4-carboxylate@~R!-TFMHPOBC# @8#
and 4-~1-methylheptyloxycarbonyl!phenyl 48-octyloxy-
biphenyl-4-carboxylate@~R!-MHPOBC# @1#. The polariza-
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tions of these materials add constructively, but their heli
wind in opposite directions@9#. Previously we had found tha
a 70:30 wt. % mixture of ~R!-TFMHPOBC and ~R!-
MHPOBC provides an extremely long pitch that easily cou
be surface-stabilized in the bookshelf geometry@10#. Each
cell was then slowly cooled through the isotropic–smecticA
phase transition at 138 °C through the smectic-A–smectic-
CA* transition at 117 °C and stabilized at 111 °C in the an
clinic phase. The cooling rate was about 1 °C per hour
form a good planar alignment in the cell.

The cell was placed in our light scattering apparatus,
scribed in detail in Ref.@11#. The sample was oriented s
that they-z plane corresponded to the plane of scattering
shown in Fig. 3, and was illuminated with light at wav
length 488 nm from an Argon-ion laser whose~ordinary!
polarization was along thex axis. Extraordinary polarized
scattered light~this corresponds to a ‘‘VH’’ scattering geom
etry! was selected by an analyzer and detected by a ph
multiplier tube, amplifier-discriminator, and Brookhaven I
struments BI-9000 digital autocorrelator. Since acousticl
fluctuations couple thex component of polarization with the
y andz components, and opticlike fluctuations do not invol
the x component of polarization, our geometry is sensit
only to acousticlike fluctuations. The scattering wave vec
was determined from the incident and scattered anglesg i and
gs ~external to the cell!, the incident and scattered optic
polarizations, and the refractive indices of the liquid crys
@10#. Owing to unavoidable fixed defects in the sample,
experiment was performed in the heterodyne mode.

A determination of the applied fieldE was complicated by
the very high resistance of polyimide~PI! layers which, de-
spite the high resistance of the 12mm liquid crystal layer
(.1 MV), dominated the resistance of the cell@6#. Thus,
for an applied dc voltageVdc, most of the voltage drop oc
curred across the polyimide layer, and we could not
Vdc/d as the field across the liquid crystal layer, whered is
the cell thickness. To overcome this difficulty, we examin
both the dc Fre´edericksz transition threshold voltageVth

dc and
the ac threshold Vth

ac @6#, such that the ac measurement w
performed at a frequency sufficiently high that char
buildup at the interfaces was deemed not to be a probl
Thus, for the ac case, the electric fields across the thin p
imide layers and the much thicker liquid crystal layer we
determined by their dielectric constants~which are similar!
and their thicknesses, and therefore the ac field across
liquid crystal could be taken asEac'Vac/d @6#. Thus, the dc
field Edc across the liquid crystal was taken
(Vth

ac/Vth
dc)Vdc/d.

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the scattering geometry~not
to scale!. Shown are the refractive index ellipsoid for the ordina
(no) and effective extraordinary (ne

e f f) indices, the incident wave
vectorqi , scattered wave vectorqs , and their polarizationsd and
→, respectively.
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Figure 4 showstb
21 versus (Edc)2 for two different scat-

tering angles. Note that the scatter in the data is due
combination of the small signal-to-noise ratio and the br
(;1 h) sampling periods for each value of field, which w
necessary to prevent chemical degradation of the liquid c
tal. For one set of measurements,g i533° andgs537°, re-
sulting in putative scattering wavevectors ofqy57.2
3103 cm21 andqz56.53103 cm21; for the second set o
data, g i533° and gs541°, and thusqy51.43104 cm21

andqz53.03103 cm21. Both data sets exhibit the expecte
linear behavior in (Edc)2 that occurs forE,Eth , and the two
fitted lines are not surprisingly parallel to each other, bo
having slopesP2/4hU. The difference in they intercepts at
(Edc)250 is due to differences in the scattering wave ve
tors and elastic constants. The data clearly show a decr
in relaxation rate of the acousticlike mode with increasi
electric field, indicative of coupling to optic fluctuations.

Approximate elastic constants may be extracted by c
sidering the ratioR of the y intercept@(1756625) s21 and
(1874615) s21 for data sets one and two, respectively# to
the slope oftb

21 @(11564) statvolt2 cm22 s21# in Eq. ~2!,
viz., R54U(Byqy

21Bzqz
2)/P2. We have previously mea

sured bothU and P for this mixture atT5111 °C, finding
P5330 esu cm22 ~corresponding to 110 nC cm22) andU
52.131024 ergs cm23 at this temperature@10#. The actual
scattering from this finite-sized system cannot, of course
described solely in terms of these putative scattering w
vectors. Specificallyqzd/p is approximately 1 and 2 for ou
scattering wave vectors. Thus, we believe that we are a
ally probing several wave numbersqz in our experiment,
with the z component of the scattering vector determined
the boundary conditions of the cell. Our results, therefo
should not be construed as giving precise values for the e
tic constants; rather, they give reasonable first estima
Thus, the two data sets together provide two equations in
unknowns, from which we obtainBy5(0.8960.03)
31027 dyn andBz5(3.660.2)31027 dyn. The error bars
represent experimental data scatter, rather than the large
ror due to the range ofqz probed in the experiment. We not

FIG. 4. Decay ratetb
21 vs the square of electric field (Edc)2 for

gs537° (j) andgs541° (d).
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that for the smectic-C phase By5K22 sin4 u
1K33 sin2 u cos2 u andBz5K11 sin2 u @12#, andu524.5° at
this temperature@10#, whereK11, K22, andK33 correspond
to the splay, twist, and bend nematic elastic constants,
spectively. Thus, our measured value ofBz would corre-
spond to a splaylike elastic constant in the nematic phas
approximately 231026 dyn, a very reasonable value. O
dividing our measured value ofBy by sin2 u, we obtain
K22 sin2 u1K33 cos2 u;0.531027 dyn, a value comparable
to a typical twist elastic constant, although a bit smaller th
might be expected for a typical nematic bend elastic cons
~which should be the dominant term inBy because cos2 u
;0.83). Molecular shape-induced reductions ofK33 have
been demonstrated for molecules having an inherently b
shape@13–15#, although we do not believe that this is th
-
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operative mechanism here. The basis for the observed el
constants as well as improved methods for measuring th
will be the subject of future investigations.

To summarize, we studied the acousticlike director flu
tuations for electric fields below the Fre´edericksz transition
threshold. The decay ratetb

21 for acousticlike fluctuations
shows a linear dependence onE2, consistent with a coupling
of acoustic and optic Goldstone fluctuations. Approxima
elastic constants were obtained from the measurements
formed at two different scattering angles.

The authors are indebted to Bing Wen and X.-Y. Wa
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the National Science Foundation under Grant No. DM
9982020, and by the National Science Foundation’s A
vanced Liquid Crystalline Optical Materials Science a
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